Day 3

• Amendments were tabled on TF2 based on inputs received
• Term ‘Temporary population mobility’ was not favoured since not all groups herein have movements that are temporary and rather the term ‘non-resident population mobility’
• Definitions were discussed and clarity was sought around circular migration and training related migration amongst others
• Whilst all types of mobility are acknowledged that are policy relevant. Guidance however was sought which of these should be recommended in terms of statistical production
• TF1 presented data indicator framework for mobility and migration consistent with TF2, which aim to address key migration policy questions. This builds on SDG as well as themes in the GCM. This was also based on current data sources as well as proposals to explore new ones.

• Framework was based on distinction between flows and stocks as well as emigration and immigration which aligns with country practice in the policy space.

• Challenges do exist in terms data source availability by region. Themes discussed were not exhaustive and scope does exist for further indicators to be introduced.

• Quality consideration of admin data and big data as source for estimation of stock and flows needs to be scrutinised.
• Indicators therefore need to be identified based on availability of robust, reliable and quality data sources. TF1 and TF4 will going forward discuss this challenge.

• Country representation is requested for TF1